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As a cheerful kid, it is a natural behavior for me to love toys and animals, I am over the 

moon when my parents buy me a Barbie doll for the first time in my life. I love my Barbie doll 

very much and I use to comb my Barbie’s hair neatly and dress it beautifully. When I see my 

friends have few Barbie dolls with them, I am not happy and start to feel selfish. I will make 

noises to my parents and request them to buy for me a new Barbie doll. Whenever we go 

shopping, I am informed in advance that this is window shopping only and I can play with the 

display Barbie doll in the toy store. I have been taught not to be greedy and obedient in 

overcoming conflict since childhood. They remind me to study hard in school and stop 

dreaming building castle in the air over materials things. 

When I am a 19-year-old student, they ask me to study in Inti College, Penang. It is a 

walking distance from my home. I manage to pursue them to allow me to study in Ming Chuan 

University, Taiwan. They grant my wishes with a heavy-heart. When I have arrived in 

University’s hostel, I am shocked and disbelief to find out that existing room-mates do not care 

about room cleanliness and hygiene, my table is full of empty plates and plastic cups. My bed 

is littered. I quickly tidy up my tables and bed. At night, I have a hard time sleeping since some 

inmates playing online games until wee hours and surprisingly, one of them even smoking. 

This is my worst experience sharing beds with oversea students. I can’t do much but just to 

accept the status quo. I take the initiative to clean up the dirty toilet, orderly up the messy room 

and mop the floor. The inmates of the rooms feel shame and impress the conducive environment 

of the rooms. Slowly they befriend me and we work as a team to make the room clean.  



Unfortunately, my staying in Ming Chung University is short lived. My mum is worry 

and feel anxious about my safety in Taiwan as I have often stayed late until midnight practicing 

school activities like choir and cheerleading. I am persuaded to study in Penang Inti College 

after finishing one semester in Ming Chuan University. I agree with them but I take this 

opportunity to bargain for a doggy. My daddy is objecting my demand but with the support 

from my mum, I have succeeded to own a young Poodle. I am very excited and I can have fun 

with her. I place my Poodle in the storeroom because I am staying in condominium. My 

nightmare begins when she is barking trying to get my attention over her. Her barking might 

disturb the neighbors. The puppy’s poop and pee make my house environment dog excrement, 

the puppy’s fur will fly around the house when windy. These issues have irritated my mum and 

she starts to dislike the Poodle. I have learned a painful lesson that it is not suitable to adopt a 

puppy in Condo.  Now my Poodle is one year old and I am very sad and dishearten to find an 

animal lover to adopt my Poodle. 

In future, I will never adopt an animal if I cannot care it myself.  I cannot handover the 

burden of caring the puppy to my dad. I also cannot torture the Poodle by placing it forever in 

the storeroom. I have gained the knowledge that attachment with animals that I love will make 

my family chaos and unhappy. My mum is nagging and complaining to me daily. My daddy is 

helping me to clean the daily pup’s feces and urine. He needs to spend time caring the puppy 

hygiene even this is not his duty and responsibility. He also spends money for the puppy 

vaccination and food.  

In overcoming this dilemma, I have learned a valuable lesson to accept logic and 

reasoning advice. This will make my love and compassion for others in overcoming conflict. 

 


